For each i n teger n 2 w e construct a compact, geodesic, metric space X which has topological dimension n, is Ahlfors n-regular, satis es the Poincar e inequality, possesses IR n as a unique tangent cone at H n almost every point, but has no manifold points.
1 Introduction.
In this paper, we shall construct, for each i n teger n 2, a metric space X with the following properties:
i X is compact, geodesic, and of topological dimension n;
ii X has Hausdor dimension n and the Hausdor n-measure H n satis es the Ahlfors regularity condition: 1 C R n H n B R C R n 1.1 for all balls B R in X of radius R diam X and for some C 1 independent of the ball; iii X admits the Poincar e inequality: there is a constant C 1 such that Z B ju , mvu; B j dH n C diam B Z B dH n 1.2 for all integrable continuous functions u in a ball B and for all upper gradients of u in B, where mvu; B denotes the mean-value of u in B; iv X possesses IR n as a unique tangent cone at H n almost every point; v X has no manifold points.
An additional property is that X is uniformly recti able in the sense of David and Semmes DS . A metric space is called geodesic if every pair of points in the space can be joined by a curve whose length is the distance between the points. A point in a metric space is a manifold point if it has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to an open subset in Euclidean space. A tangent cone of a metric space X;d at a point p 2 X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdor limit of 0 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation: Primary 43A85 Secondary 28A75 Key words and phrases: Poincar e inequality, Ahlfors n-regular, manifold point The second author is supported by NSF grant DMS 96-22844 The authors thank the referee for pointing out an oversight in an earlier version of Proposition 2.15 a sequence X;" ,1 i d; p a s " i ! 0, cf. GLP, 3.E . An upper gradient of a function u in a metric space is any Borel function , with values in 0; 1 , such that jux , uyj Z ds for all pairs of points x; y in the space and for all recti able curves joining them. Observe that = jruj is an upper gradient of a smooth function u on a Riemannian manifold.
Upper gradients and Poincar e inequalities in abstract metric spaces were introduced in HeK in connection with quasiconformal mappings. Recently, Cheeger C has exploited these concepts in studying di erentiability of Lipschitz functions on metric spaces. See HaK 2 for further applications and references. It was demonstrated in these papers that a lot of classical analysis can be accomplished in spaces that admit a Poincar e inequality, and a natural question therefore is: how pathological can a space be if 1.2 holds there?
Bourdon and Pajot BP showed that there exist metrics on the Sierpinski sponge such that 1.2 holds and that the Ahlfors regularity condition 1.1 holds for some non-integral dimension. Shortly afterwards, Laakso L exhibited spaces that are Ahlfors regular of any given dimension greater than one, and where 1.2 holds. The spaces constructed by Bourdon and Pajot, and by Laakso, are all topologically 1-dimensional, and they have no manifold points. Having heard of our construction, Laakso pointed out to us that his methods in L can be used to construct a space with properties i -v. However, Laakso's spaces cannot be realized as compact subsets of some Euclidean space, up to a bi-Lipschitz change in the metric. It seems likely that our example has this property, but we h a v e not checked the details. The spaces that we construct in this paper have complicated local topology. One wonders if it is possible to have a space with properties i -v that is, say, locally contractible.
We thank Je Cheeger whose inquiries led us to think about the example presented in this paper.
2 General Set-Up and the Main Proposition. 2.14 where C 1 is a xed constant independent o f x; y. Note that a may equal x or y.
Before stating the main proposition, we de ne, for R 0, the truncated maximal function M R g of a non-negative Borel function g in X by M R gx = sup r R mv g;Bx; r ; where the notation mvg;E denotes the mean value of g over a measurable set E. In the proof of the proposition, we shall need maximal functions on subsets of X that are components of D j D j+1 ; these will be denoted by M j R , the component being understood from the context. for all x; y 2 BR=C 6 , where the constants C i for 4 i 6 depend only on the constants C i for 1 i 3 and on the constants appearing in Assumptions A and B.
Proof. Fix x; y 2 BR=C 6 , where the constant C 6 will be determined shortly. Assume that x 2 A k and y 2 A m . By Assumption B, we m a y c hoose a 2 A`for some` minfk;mgsuch that 2.13 and 2.14 are satis ed. It will be apparent from the proof that we may assumè minfk;mg.We use Assumption A and nd y l ; :::; y m and r l ; :::; r m,1 such that 2.10-2.12 hold. Therefore, we can x C 6 large enough so that B j = B j y j ; r j B R=C 3 ; j =`; :::; m , 1:
2.18
For convenience, we also de ne B m = fyg and r m = 0 . Let s j = minfR j ; d x; yg. We claim that, given 0 there are points y 0 j 2 B j such that M j sj y 0 j N M CR y; j=`; :::; m , 1; 2.19 for some positive constants N and C, which depend only on the data and on . Below w e will choose depending only on the data so that the same will be true for N and C. To prove the claim, x j and let 0. Then for r j =2 r s j , w e h a v e b y 2.9, 2.8 and 2.12 that mv ; B j z;r Cmv ; By;Cr C M CR y 2.20 for every z 2 B j and for some C depending only on the data. Therefore, if 2.19 fails to hold for some large N, then for every z 2 B j , dy j ; z r j = 2, there exists rz r j = 2 such that mv ; B j z;rz N M CR y:
Thus, by using standard covering arguments and the fact that the measure is doubling on D j D j+1 by 2.9, we obtain that mv ; B j C N M CR y:
2.21
On the other hand, by 2.20, mv ; B j C M CR y; which contradicts 2.21 for N large enough. Thus, 2.19 follows.
Next, note that from 2.10, 2.11 and 2.14 we get r j + r j+1 C s j j = l; :::; m , 1:
From this inequality and 2.12, it follows that we can and do choose such that C 2 dw j ; w j +1 s j j = l; :::; m , 1 The proposition now follows by combining 2.14, and 2.25-2.27.
3 The Example.
We now verify the claim made in the Introduction by constructing a metric space with properties i -v. Before beginning our construction, we record the following two results. The maximal function characterization of the Poincar e inequality, Theorem 3.1, was proved in HeK , Lemma 5.15 it was assumed there that X be locally compact, but this assumption is redundant. Theorem 3.3 was proved in HeK , Theorem 6.15 for the case of two spaces X;Y again, the local compactness assumption is redundant. The more general case described in Theorem 3.3 easily reduces to the special case by w a y of the maximal function char acterization in Theorem 3.1. Note that by using Theorem 3.3 alone it is relatively easy to construct spaces with the Poincar e inequality and large nonmanifold pieces. To obtain a space with no manifold points at all, we require an iterative construction together with a repeated use of Theorem 3.1.
We n o w begin the required construction in earnest. Fix an integer n 2. Next, x a compact totally disconnected set E 0; 1 such that for each ball interval Br centered at E with 0 r 1. We leave it to the reader to construct such a set E. Here and below, we let j j j denote Lebesgue j-measure in IR j . Now let I j = 0 ; 1 j , a closed j-cube in IR j , and F = E I n,1 . Then F is a compact subset of I n with empty i n terior satisfying Here and below, a cube will refer to a closed dyadic sub-n-cube of I n . Given a cube, Q, we de ne F Q = T Q F ; where T Q : I n ! Q is the canonical similarity map onto Q; that is, T Q x =`Qx + z Q , where`Q is the side length of Q and z Q is the vertex of Q which is closest to the origin. Then F Q is a compact subset of Q with empty i n terior satisfying jF Q j n 2 3 jQj n ; As explained above after Theorem 3.3, there is a natural extension of d 0 to a metric d 1 , which is geodesic in X 1 . Similarly, 0 extends naturally to a measure 1 :
Thus, X 1 is X 0 together with a countable number of aps" glued on. Each ap is a cube Q 0 which is attached to X 0 at the compact interiorless set F Q , a scaled version of the initial set F. Now to get X 2 from X 1 , we glue aps onto each ap in X 1 in exactly the same way that we glued aps onto X 0 to create X 1 . In other words, we replace each ap Q 0 by an appropriate scaled copy o f X 1 . Metric d 1 and measure 1 extend to d 2 and 2 in the canonical way. By repeating this process inductively, w e create a sequence of compact and geodesic metric measure spaces X m = X m ; d m ; m . We let X = S 1 m=0 X m as in Section 2; note that 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 are satis ed. We de ne the metric d and measure on X by formulas 2.6 and 2.7.
We shall show that X satis es properties i -v in the Introduction except for compactness; in the end, a simple argument will show that the completion of X will satisfy all requirements.
Observe that the size of the aps goes down rapidly so that diam X 2 p n.
Properties iv and v are quite clear from the construction, for almost every point in X belongs to some F Q or its iterative counterpart.
The next order of business is to show that 2.3 and 2.5 hold, so that all of the properties 2.1 -2.8 in the basic set-up in Section 2 are satis ed. To that end, we actually show that 1 C R n m BR C R n 3.13 for each ball BR X m , 0 R diam X m , and for some C 1 independent o f m and R; i n other words, the spaces X m are uniformly Ahlfors n-regular. This implies both 2.3 and 2.5. We shall show, in e ect, that 3.13 holds with X in place of X m and in place of m , but a similar argument gives 3.13.
To prove 3.13, we set up some notation. First, recall that for k = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; :::, A k = X k nX k,1 , where X ,1 = ;. Given x 2 A k ; y 2 A`, with` k, w e s a y that y is a descendant of x if there is a path connecting x to y in X`nX k,1 . We let Dx denote the set of all descendants of x 2 X, and D m x = D x X m .
Throughout the rest of this paper, C denotes a positive constant that only depends on some obvious data.
To v erify the lower bound in 3.13, note that if x 2 X, then x 2 A m for some m 0. If m = 0, the lower bound is trivial. If m 1, then there is a sequence of aps Q 0 1 ; :::; Q 0 m that connect" X 0 = Q 0 to x 2 Q 0 m . Because the diameter of these consecutive aps decreases at least geometrically, w e h a v e that distQ 0 j ; x C diam Q 0 j for each j = 0 ; :::; m. Thus, if some Q 0 j Bx; RnBx; R=2, then diam Q 0 j R=C, which implies the required lower bound; if not, there must be a cube Q 0 j that either connects @ B x; R=2 to @ B x; 3R=4, or @ B x; 3R=4 to @ B x; R, in which case the lower bound again holds.
Next, we shall verify the upper bound in 3.13. To that end, it su ces to show that Bx; R Dx C R n 3.14 if x 2 X and 0 R diam X. Indeed, if j is the smallest integer such that Bx; R X j 6 = ;, then for y 2 Bx; R X j we h a v e B x; R By;2R Dy. In order to prove 3.14, note rst that for any cube Q we h a v e S P 2 W Q P = Q n F Q ; and hence 3.10 implies that Finally, t o p r o v e 3.14, we m a y assume that x 2 X 0 , b y self-similarity of the construction.
Then Dx = X , and we m ust show that Bx; R C R n :
3.17
It is easy to see that there is at most one Q 2 W, call it Q 0 , such that both F Q0 Bx; R 6 = ; Because clearly B X 0 C R n , 3.17 follows from these last two inequalities.
The proof of the upper bound in 3.13 is now complete. In particular, we have veri ed assumptions 2.1 -2.8 in the basic set-up. Assumption B is readily veri ed as follows: Given x 2 A k and y 2 A m , take a geodesic joining them, and de ne`to be the smallest integer such that meets A`. Pick a to be any point i n À . Then 2.13 a nd 2.14 holds; in fact dx; a + d a; y = d x; y:
After this preparation, we are ready to show that X admits a Poincar e inequality as in 1.2.
Proposition 2.15 is used here.
We shall verify condition 3.2 in X; then Theorem 3.1 implies that X admits a weak Poincar e inequality. Because X is doubling and geodesic, the main result in HaK 1 then implies that X admits a Poincar e inequality as in 1.2. Now 3.2 follows from 2.16 by w a y of Proposition 2.15. But by Theorem 3.3 each component o f D j D j +1 satis es a weak Poincar e inequality with constants independent o f j s o w e infer from the necessity part of Theorem 3.1 that 2.16 indeed holds.
We have thus demonstrated that X satis es properties i -v except compactness. To achieve this last property, we simply consider the completion X of X. It is easy to see from the construction that X is totally bounded, hence compact, and geodesic. Finally, we extend the measure to X by setting XnX = 0 . Upon changing the notation, therefore, we h a v e v eri ed all the properties i -v in the Introduction.
